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About This Game

You were travelling on a luxury liner enjoying a little holiday when suddenly the ship is hit with a heavy weapons blast and you
are thrown clear into the water. You are swimming for your life in the dead of night with nothing but the clothes on your back.

Suddenly you wake up and find yourself on a beach of a strange island. This island does not feel right from the start because you
could have swarn this island was not here the previous night. Now all you can think of is getting off this island alive. With

nothing but a fire axe wash ashore you begin harvesting resources and try to survive until you can get off the island.

But this is not normal island when you suddenly find giant strange metal bugs attacking you, they continue in their attack getting
bigger and stronger and all you can do is try to fight them off, if you hope to leave this island you need to find out the story of

the island first.
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Title: Survivor of Eschewal
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Luke Cripps
Publisher:
Fellowplayer
Release Date: 5 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.5ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 555 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires 64-bit version of Windows
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First of all it caught my attention, mugen souls 40% off hhmm well so why not give it a go (didn't regret it).

- Good story and humor

- Artstyle is cute and great

- Battle mechanics is similar to Hyperdimension neptunia

- Controls default mouse and keyboard still confuses me (prefer try to remap your keys)

- Really good port no issues on my end

- DLC stuffs are kinda OP

Is this game Good? Yes
Is this game worth buying? yes....but much better when it comes on sale :)
Do I recommend it? Yes. Gorgeous graphics and amazing characters. Insane amount of details and effort has been put into it..
This game is damn good.. Best AvP game made to this day. I've gone back and replayed this about 4 times in the last few years.
Def has replay value if you love either or both of the franchises.. I would not recommend this game. However, it wasn't bad, but
I got the game for $1 and got my money's worth out of it.

Anyways... Tutorial was terrible and could be skipped past without any problems. The asteroid level\/minigame in the beginning
I absolutely hated, but I can see where it's needed for story (if the game has any) and I wish you could skip passed it at will (you
can skip it if you fail too many times).

Once you get to the game I enjoyed building the houses and doing quests to gain colonists. The most difficult part is figuring out
how to tell them what to do. For one, someone has to plant trees and another cut when I feel like that should be one job, because
the wheat planter also harvests. Your max inventory is limited to 5 item types with 16 being the max per stack. I could live with
that since, but end up making a lot of stockpiles that only hold one type of item.

Finally, it feels unfinished still: I found a few bugs and there is one resource I never found a use for that you have to mine from
rocks. You can cook wheat to make bread, you can make flower out of wheat, and cook wheat into bread. Either way you make
break you still end up with the same amount of bread per wheat and the colonists don't know how to cook flour so it's a useless
resource. You can put the crafting bench, furnace and a stockpile in the houses, but I was only ever able to place a workbench
and nothing else. I did get lucky a few times; I was able to place the furnace instead of a workbench and also place a stockpile in
one house and that house also happened to have a workbench in it. I encountered a bug were if you gather over the 16 stack size
in your inventory without unloading it, that resource vanishes into thin air. I found it because I was mining rock to build the big
house which needs 16 stone. I mined over 16 and it disappeared. I just dismissed it as a fluke but it happened a second time too.
After that I was very careful to never overload my character with resources.. hmmmm So.....
Epic game
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Great graphics
Still more to come :). This game brings back so many memories. It's fun to play and worth the $9.
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Too much \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t to set up the game and once you get the game running, you find out
that the game just isn't that fun, not to mention that they didn't even bother to sharpen the picture quality or at least give us
picture settings. It's literally just the DSi game enlarged.. Beautiful visuals. The details of the VR spaces are amazing. There are
some really nice effects like when you stick your head under water in the stream. Game play is a work in progress. There are
puzzles to solve but there isn't a clear connection between them so things can seems a bit random. Given the on-going updates of
the Early Access it looks like this will improve. There is definitely a lot of potential for this game.. horrible game relies on dark
and backtracking do not buy. Gameplay : 5/10
Graphics : 5/10
Music : 3/10
Story : -

Final : 4/10. WAIFUS EVERYWHERE 10/10. ahhhhhhh the memories :). You can never truly go wrong with a Smash Bros
clone.

As of right now I would give the game a solid 7/10. But the Early Access tag means that I’m only judging based on what is there.
And what is there can be made stronger.

Many characters in the game tend to feel floaty and a lot of animation needs to be heavily refined to help give players that sense
of weight that other platform fighters posses.

The character roster definitely needs to grow. But having over 20 fighters is already an impressive feat; with much more clearly
on the way. There are some good choices like Goat from Goat Simulator and some very “interesting” choices like Salad Fingers.
(Who was technically playable in Newgrounds Rumble) The game could use some bigger names like Hat Kid from a Hat in
Time or Juan from Guacamelee!

The creators of this game are very open about this project. They actively update the game and you can contact them easily on
their Twitter.

It’s not up to quality just yet with other platform fighters. But with the dedication this team clearly has for the project I feel it
can just get there. And $10 isn't that much for what is alreay in the game.

(Also go contact Super System Works about getting a Drift Stage… uhh stage in the game. That would be sweet!)
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